
ADVANCED
SENSCOIL® ASC 

Senscoil® ASC, within the SensGear® family, is the new Trench revolutionary connectivity concept! 
It means the possibility to gain real-time insights on Coil’s current behavior!  
This new approach is conquering the complete transmission products industry, as all products for 
air-insulated and gas-insulated substations can from now on be equipped with a connectivity feature.
Furthermore, together with data analytics, the efficiency and sustainability of the assets and the 
operations will be definitively increased. 

Take for instance a product like an Arc Suppression Coil – which 

usually undergoes inspection every 12 months – generating data that 

give indications about its maintenance requirements and remaining 

lifetime in real time. 

This is a huge step further in the direction of the operational cost 

reduction, thus leading to an overall increase of both the productivity 

(the reduction of maintenance activities reduces the time interval in 

which the substation is switched off), the efficiency (the maintenance 

activity itself is a cost for the utility). This technology also opens the 

door to think about the duty requirements of the needed coil. With 

the knowledge of the time left to exceed the temperature limits as 

defined in the standards based on real time data a short time duty 

design will become feasible in many cases. 

FROM AN ANALOG TO DIGITAL PORTFOLIO 
With the frequent demand of more and more productivity and efficien-

cy, utilities and transmission system operators are looking for innovati-

ve solutions to maximize their profits, without losing their reliability. 

Digitalization is the new solution to increase performance, health, 

safety & environmental topics, as well as reduce costs and risks. 

For this reason, Trench has introduced the SensCoil® portfolio, which 

is part of the new generation of born-connected products able to 

auto-generate and transmit data about their overall status and 

operation and referred as SensGear®. This technology opens new 

possibilities for our customers, allowing them to easily extract data 

from their equipment together with several additional information 

coming from their analysis.
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IoT
Device

Existing Voltage Measurement Winding
and signal transducer

Existing Potentiometer 
and signal transducer

Existing PT100 Temperature sensor

Existing Switching Relays

Monitor Zero sequence voltage and 
Earth Faults (count and duration)

Monitor Coil setpoint and motor drive unit usage
Optimized operation of systems utilizing ASCs

Monitor temperature and signal over-temperature of Oil
Temporary overload management and for lifetime consumption

Oil leakage and
Oil extension or overfill

Zero sequence voltage

Coil Setpoint

Top oil temperature

Oil Level indicator
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CUSTOMER VALUES
DIGITALIZED 
SUBSTATION PRODUCTS

SENSCOIL® ARC 
SUPPRESSION COILS: 
HARDWARE AND SENSORS
The Senscoil® Arc suppression coils portfolio is designed to 
meet such a need, connecting data with a smart and robust 
IoT gateway securely transmitting the minimum amount of 
required information to a cloud-based storage and visualiza-
tion platform, providing operators with a comprehensive and 
quick overview about them.

The SensCoil® is able to collect real data coming from the units in service, 
and elaborate to extract key indexes, and provide performance indications 
and predictions about their future behavior by sending an additional 
warning or alarm depending on the criticality of the analyzed information. 
Trench technology satisfies the latest cyber-security requirements. As one 
of the main founders of the Charter or Trust, we ensure to comply with 
state-of-the-art security and encryption technologies such as ISO / IEC 
27001. For data transmission to cloud storage, an end-to-end encryption is 
used. 
Each SensCoil® product has a unique ID, which is also used for encryption. 
The transmission is via HTTPS with 256-bit TSL encryption. 
We also comply with best-in-class data handling and management guideli-
nes to ensure that data from different customers is strictly separated and 
secured in the cloud.

The customer benefits from a born-connected solution in the following 
ways: 

Environmental, Safety & Health: Remote indication of oil leakage can 
prevent deleterious effect for the environment or even unit break-
down, when its usage is needed
Operational cost reduction by having access to remote data from the 
cloud
Optimize maintenance activities according to real needs and not by 
pre-defined time intervals. In addition, through online data a smart 
management of the fleet replacement can be drawn
Reduce the size of the equipment to buy, with the possibility to smart-
ly manage the overloading, thus maximizing the efficiency of the 
investments

For more resources 
please check out our website

https://www.trench-group.com
Contact us

sales.at@trench-group.com


